
Your MPC is ready for CWT functionality
Cale always designs with durability in mind. Our terminals are 
made with stainless steel and can easily be upgraded to our 
latest CWT platform many years after they were first installed. 
Upgrading existing terminals is both cost efficient and has minimal 
effect on the environment.

CWT UPGRADE KIT

Better User ExperienceUpgrade your MPC (MP 104 Compact)



Go digital with a simple swop
By simply switching out the door and a few individual 
components, the terminal is upgraded to our latest CWT 
platform.

The 7”, 24-bit and video enabled colour screen allows for an 
intuitive user interface that quickly guides the parker through 
the payment process. The upgrade kit comes equipped with an 
alphanumeric keyboard as a standard feature in order to easily 
connect the terminal to other digital services. 

Once the terminal has been upgraded to the CWT platform, the 
operator is able to use Cale WebOffice at its full potential. Via 
Cale WebOffice, the CWT is connected to Cale’s digital services 
WayToPark (mobile payment), Cale Permit (digital permits), and 
Cale Enforcement (digital enforcement system). 

Parking by Cale
Cale CWT Upgrade Kit is one of the products in the Parking 
by Cale package where the registration number is the key. It 
doesn´t matter where and how people pay for parking, at the 
Cale Terminal, via the mobile payment service WayToPark, 
or digitally via Cale Permit. All data is identified via the 
registration number for analysis in Cale WebOffice and made 
available in real time out in the field via Cale Enforcement. 

CWT UPGRADE KIT

About Cale
Cale offers innovative and efficient parking solutions. We are since 1955 a leading 
global brand in parking technology. Cale has offices all around the world. With the 
help of a professional distribution network and partners, we have global coverage 
and serve several thousands of clients worldwide. Cale is certified according to the 
latest EMV, PCI, ISO 9001 and ISO 14001 standards. 

calegroup.se


